
TRUAUDIO, A TRU INNOVATOR IN PREMIUM 
ARCHITECTURAL SPEAKERS  

TruAudio definitely breaks the mould when it comes to speaker manufacturing. 
Constantly on the cutting edge of speaker technology and innovation, we strive to 
raise the bar when it comes to speaker design. 

Our future-focused vision stems from our past. We previously owned a nationally 
recognized home electronics integration company. During this period, we designed 
and installed thousands of home theatres and multi-room audio systems. Needless 

to say, we gained valuable knowledge in what consumers expect and need from an 
audio speaker. 

Backed with that knowledge and experience, we founded TruAudio to design and 

manufacture a full line of premium custom audio products. We go to great lengths to 
make sure that we offer speakers that blend into the room's decor while still 

delivering unforgettable, life-like sound. Whether it's whole-house sound during a 
house party or simply relaxing on the couch enjoying your favourite DVD, TruAudio 
will enhance your audio experience like no other architectural speaker can. 

TruAudio speakers are constructed with materials proven to perform. This includes 
the right mixture of woven carbon fiber, titanium, aluminium and polypropylene. 
Every crossover is built to match each driver and then tested to make sure it 

delivers to pure perfection. For our architectural speakers, we assemble the 
components into a high-grade, flush-mount ABS frame that mounts into your wall or 
ceiling – almost disappearing. With cabinet speakers we use specially designed MDF 
wood wrapped in either a high-end vinyl or real wood veneer. This ensures a long-
lasting, elegant look as well as guarantees precise acoustical reproduction. 

TRUAUDIO'S LIFETIME WARRANTY 

Now, if all that's not enough, TruAudio back all this with a lifetime warranty. No 
wonder TruAudio is quickly becoming the choice for custom architectural speakers. 
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